Procedure application part-time activism
recognition
The assessment of the application for the part-time activism recognition shall go according to a set
procedure. The request shall be assessed by the Activism recognition Committee (AC). The
assessment happens according to the following criteria:
1. The report meets the guidelines.
2. The student convinces the AC of his/her learning experience.

The procedure
In the first step of the procedure your report will be presented to the AC, from which one member will
read the report. After reading and judging your report, there are three options for which step is taken
next:
- The written reflection shows sufficient reflection, your recognition will be awarded directly.
- The AC judges your report to be insufficient. You will be invited to a short meeting in which
the AC will ask further questions about your report. This meeting will take approximately 30
minutes. After the meeting, the AC will determine whether the recognition is awarded.
- The AC judges your report to be insufficient. The AC will provide written feedback, from which
you should improve your report. This updated report will be judged by the AC again.

The Activism recognition Committee
The Activism recognition Committee consists of the following members:
-

Femke Witmans
Bauke Morra
Maaike de Bondt
Nadieh Kaldenbach

If, due to personal reasons, you would rather not have a member of the committee review your report,
then this can be notified by sending an email to the following address: activismeerkenning@union.utwente.nl

Edubadge
After the part-time activism recognition is granted to you, you will also receive an
Edubadge, which you can request online. The application procedure for the
badge is simple and will be given to you after you are awarded the recognition.
The Edubadge is an exclusive digital badge with which you can show that you did
a part-time board year and that you were recognized for this by the University of
Twente. The badge is easily shared through social media, such as LinkedIn. This
makes the badge the ideal way to show your network and your potential
employers that you have been active for the University of Twente!

Certificate distribution
When your report has been approved, the certificate will be printed and signed by the Student Union
and the Rector Magnificus. Therefore, it will take a few weeks after the approval, before you can
collect the certificate. As soon as your certificate is ready, the AC will contact you to make an
appointment with you to collect your recognition certificate.

